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About This Game

Almost Alive is a tactical role playing game in a mad post apocalyptic world with an awesome real time combat system!
Forge your character physical and mental abilities by recovering your memories trough vengeance in a crazy post

apocalyptic world full of mutations and mysteries and decide of the human kind fate after your brutal survival journey.

“Men had enough of money dictatorship, they decided to fight mass propaganda using capitalists tools of information warfare. To
fight back, the leaders in the shadows released a virus that unfortunately mutated. To contain humans turning into beasts the

established order used the final instrument: the world was ravaged by nuclear fire and any remaining form of life was struggling
for survival.”

Features :

_Unique fast paced, tactical and versatile combat system : Use covers, traps and advanced tactics to fight smart opponents or
reflexes and movement to fight swarm type mutant hoards.

_Multitude of approaches and huge replay ability : Choose who you side with or go fully solo if you’re a psychopath. Help,
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manipulate, betray allies, etc…

_Fully hand drawn 2.5D game : Every animation was drawn on paper, each draw scanned and reworked on computer, giving the
game an unique identity!

_Make an unique build based on 6 archetypes with over 115 skills, 98 traits and madness making each character unique: Acts
have consequences on the story but also on your character sanity.

_Destroy everything or sneak behind enemy lines : Sneak, steal, talk, drug, throw, trap, lock-pick, barricade, breach…

_More than 192 weapons, 106 armors ,18 throwables, 18 drugs, 100 items…

_Depending on collected funds :
  _Epic arcade style boss battles

  _An open and dynamic world including world events that unfold with, or without you
  _Mad Vehicles for fastest world map movement but also to fight bosses.

  _Full real time strategy squad commands with an advanced squad-based tactical AI
  _Multiplayer and console portability

I am Emir Cerimovic and Almost Alive is eight years of drawing, coding, game designing… all done by myself. I decided to make
this game and have been drawing, animating, learning how to code, and building this game with passion to have all the elements

and details I want.

Inspired by classic role playing and tactical games with high development standards like Fallout 1&2, Jagged alliance 2 or
Wastelands, Almost alive was my dream of the perfect tactical role playing game with a great real time combat system that features

character mental sanity as one of the core elements of the game. You can explore a huge world, make friends, use or steal them,
find tons of loot, make traps, sneak, destroy everything, fight smart enemies or mutants using your character skills and abilities…
The simple looking real time, fast paced combat system is hiding a highly complexe engine using tons of information from your

character sheet, the objects your character is using and other elements like your character moral or his sanity in order to decide of
timers for a successful aim, recoil of a weapon, the maximum accuracy when walking or running while gunning, the effectiveness

of a cover, etc…
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Title: Almost Alive
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Emir Cerimovic
Publisher:
Emir Games
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: win7

Processor: 2 cores

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: any

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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almost alive gameplay

Absolute low effort TRASH. Made with free Unity assets and feels and plays like this developer tried to lazily follow some
Unity platformer tutorial and messed it all up and went ahead and exported it to sell here anyway.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yutqcSBjVds

The games most basic control DOES NOT WORK! You press left mouse to jump, but it FAILS to work most of the time which
results in quick frustration and your quick demise.

Stay away. Stay far away. Terrible game and code made with nothing but free unity assets with NO attempt to make a fun game
to play or give you a good value for your money.

. Buy game. Install game. Press start button. Bullets do nothing to spiders. Die. Try again. Same result. Try again. Oh, they DO
die, they just give no indication they're being hit, and also you can't change guns. Die. Try again. Die. Try again. Magically one
hand is a shotgun now oh wait I'm dead. Shotgun gone. Die. Uninstall. Review.

I don't know if this should still be considered a work in progress or what. The visuals are Dreamcast-ish, and not in a good retro
way. There's no indication of damage as mentioned, and when the spiders die they simply fall down. There seems to be no
controls beyond pull trigger and warp, but if i missed any there's sure no tooltips, hints, or even a readme file with details to clue
me in.

It would feel extremely generous to call it a cut-rate Space Pirate Trainer.. Think Puzzle Quest, but instead of match 3 you play
poker solitaire to fight your enemies.

It's fun if you're into this kind of thing. The story is cliched but well-written: I appreciate characters with a sense of cynicism.
The art and sound are nice. Tutorials can be skipped when you replay the game.

Downsides: Mystic Box appears to fallen off the face of the earth. Technical settings do not save when you quit the game; I
constantly have to hit Alt+Enter to resize my window and re-pick "click and click" (dragging is a pain) when the game starts up

Overall, I enjoy this game. I use this game to kill time or relax: it's not as mindless as a match 3 and it's a fun twist on the
premise. I don't expect it to do much more than that.. Bought it because I saw it was so cheap, expected it to be mediocre or
even pretty bad, didn't watch a single piece of gameplay footage and I was honestly pleasantly surprised with how enjoyable this
is. It's a game that costs less than some bottles of water but has currently shown me more nude anime girls than a bottle of water
ever has, and the lesbian in me loves that.. I really enjoy short but regular sessions on Hyperun.
I just reached 500 kmph and it was really fun, hardcore, mesmerizing, especially as the speed sensation is really awesome.. Save
the Dodos is a modern Lemmings game with dodos! Use the mouse to swap the terrain around and make sure all your derpy
dodos reach the exit safely without getting killed. The game has 100 levels to complete.

I'm quite impressed by the game! The terrain is divided in smaller squares. You use the mouse to swap the terrain both horizonal
and vertical. The levels get more challenging as you move on, but some levels have some clever loopholes that make them very
easy once you figured it out. You start with just the standard dodo, but as you move on you'll unlock different dodos that have
some unique ability compared to the original one. This can make a level extra easy or hard (depending on what youre trying to
do).

This game can get a bit bugged sometimes (frozen screen or multiple background sounds playing at once). But nothing a quick
restart can't fix! The Steam Overlay doesn't seem to be working either, which means no screenshots to share on Steam sadly.
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Truly a beautiful game. It has soft music, the Lumini creatures are truly cute, and while it IS easy to beat, You'd still have fun
while on the journey. If you want a relaxing game that's easy on the eyes, than Lumini is the game for you.. I kept reading
reviews for this game saying it had great depth and combat. I must be missing something... playing the wrong game or.. maybe
I'm delusional, cause this is the shoddiest thing I've installed in a while. No one else in the world was playing when I tried, twice,
and there are no bots, confusing UI and mechanics, well.. perhaps not confusing just more "I don't care enough cause the base
game isn't fun". It seems to require other active people or friends. Maybe it DOES offer one of the "most rewarding co-op
multiplayer experiences available". But I won't ever know or find out, cause no one's playing it.

And neither should you.. Foreword:

  The World End Economica Trilogy had a rough ride from its start to its conclusion.
  This review is only for the final chapter.

Aesthetics:

  Not much has changed from the previous entries in the series. The writing, visuals, and sounds work harmoniously to bring a
unique experience (the art assets are simple but beautiful and the character designs are ok). The main problem is the narrative.
This episode feels a bit rushed, some character's decisions are not explained and some events feel forced. This makes the
conclusion seem cheap. Overall there is not much more to say, it is just average, which is a shame.

Functionality:

  It has all the features expected from a kinetic novel (hide text, skip functionality, autoplay etc.).
  There are no major glaring spelling mistakes, illogical phrasings or major flaws in the narrative structure (some inconsistencies
are continued from "episode" 2, for example, Lisa from "episode" 1 is still called Risa).
  At the moment (24.12.2016) there is no Steam Overlay functionality.

Enjoyment:

  Overall I enjoyed this novel, in spite of it being just OK and not great. I liked Hal's reunion with a certain character (it is not a
spoiler if they show it in the Cover Art). In spite of all the flaws WWE episode 03 is still enjoyable.

Conclusion:

  World End Economica Episode.03 is an ok conclusion to a good story. It was a bit short (finished reading it in 4 hours) but
taking in consideration the hard road walked by the whole series, for people that enjoyed the first and second "episode", it is still
worth it's price.

Other notes:

  None at the moment.. Hello all,

At of this moment, I cannot recommend this game for purchase by anyone.

After spending over 6.5 hours in the game, I have identified a game-killing bug which breaks the entire profitability model of
the game. Essentially there are only two selling points. One to sell logs (you don't make much money here), and one to sell
boards (you make a bit more than just selling logs). When you sell boards at the board selling point, the game immediately
crashes to the desktop every time. I've tested twice on two separate saves, and confirmed the crash 3 times. I'm confident it will
continue to crash.

On top of that, the game's engine appears to be the same or a newer iteration of the game engine from Professional Farmer
2014. There does seem to be a lot more detail on the map compared to Pro Farmer 2014 though. It is a completely different
map though, just to be clear.

Certain assett (like some buildings, etc) elements and sound effects are also identical to Professional Farmer 2014.
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The overall graphics are good, but not great. There are indeed some beautiful day and night effects, but then the main vehicles
that you'll be using in the game all look like toys that a 5 year old would play with. Many of the controls are also incredibly
simplistic. For example, cutting down a tree requires a single right click. To pick up a log, you just take your loader and right
click it once, and it pops into the loader. Take it to the trailer, right click, and bam! it's in the trailer. As such, this game is
probably going to appeal more to smaller children who haven't developed their motor skills yet, or for people who want a
logging experience without the complexity of other games.

As far as other bugs go, there are several places in the game where there are buildings, log piles or other objects floating in mid
air. Cars constantly weave left and right like drunk drivers. Roads and streets are lazily laid out on the map. The game's engine is
really just horrible. Either that or the graphics artists responsible for creating the world are just horribly lazy.

I'm running an Intel i7-5960X processor (currently intel's BEST i7 as of March 2015), 16GB of RAM, an NVidia GTX 980, and
the game is installed to an SSD. Average FPS is about 50-60fps at 2560x1440p. No idea how the game performs on lesser
machines, though I may do some testing on my older gaming PC.

Also, the game REQUIRES DirectX 11. If your video card is a bit older and doesn't fully support DirectX 11, then this game
will never run on your PC regardless of what you do until you upgrade your video card. If you've got a laptop that doesn't
support DX11, then you're pretty much entirely screwed. You'll need to buy a new laptop with a video card that supports DX11.
This may or may not kill the deal for some buyers. Personally, DirectX 11 is a better engine for games, but only if you can run
them.

All said, as it stands now, I cannot recommend this game. It seems to be more of the fodder that we've been fed from the likes
of Playway and UIG (or in this case, UIE. Same company, same crap). If they can fix the fatal crash and fix some of the other
bugs, then they game might be worth about $10 bucks, but not much more.

For a much better forestry experience, just do yourself a favor and pick up Farming Simulator 15. It has much better forestry
overall than this game.. Turba is sort of a Lumines clone ('Lumines ? What's that ?' Well... do your homework !) but instead of
multicolored squares you try and match 3 or more single colored squares. Yes, yes, it's like all those other games (Bejeweled,
Puzzle Quest, you name it) but you can also use your own music (everyone knows that my taste in music is excellent ;)). It's a
plus for me, especially since it's integrated into the gameplay.
Solid puzzle game right here.

[Rating: 67/100]. I have had my share of fun pugs and toxic pugs and overall this is a good platform for competitive CS. A lot
of people on here can get cocky though, but in my experience as long as you are friendly and a decent player you should be
okay.
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